
Inner Growth - Understanding

For the LORD giveth wisdom: out of his
mouth cometh knowledge and
understanding.
Proverbs 2:6

there is a spirit in man: and the
inspiration of the Almighty giveth them
understanding.
Job 32:8

Understand - Job 6:24
News ---------- Proverbs 25:25
Decision ------Proverbs 2:11
Ears ------------Psalms 119:130
Respond ------Psalms 82:5
Speak ----------Psalms 119:27
Think -----------Proverbs 3:5
Apply -----------Job 34:16
Notation -------Proverbs 1:31
Diligent --------1 Corinthians 3:14
Idea -------------Psalms 119:144
Networking ---Proverbs 9:6
God -------------1 John 5:20

Understanding is the third attribute after
knowledge and wisdom which is the first.
Wisdom is the word heard, knowledge is
the word received, and understanding is
the word used. How do we understand?
When we read or hear the information,
review it, then see if we can use this data
and apply it. God uniquely made humans
with the ability to receive messages,
process them internally, and establish
them externally.

Understanding at times will come with
errors. Learning about anything in life will
come with misinterpretations from us.
There will be situations where we must
reassess something we learned and need
clarification from others. If we have the
opportunity to read data, hear a story,
learn from a problem, encounter a debate,
listen to a lesson, etcetera, take
advantage of it especially if it is free.
Understanding is the ability to choose
what information we may need and use it
to improve our well-being. This benefit
comes with being alert by paying attention
to our environment. Once we hear
something with interest, we must make a
mental note or write it down. If we do not
comprehend, and the chance to ask
questions presents itself, why not?
In everything we receive to understand,
there is the thought process that comes
afterward. Sometimes the message is not
always clear. We need to ask God to help
make things clear for us to understand. He
will give us the answer in His way. For
believers, the reply may come from God
by word on paper, a picture, by another
person. Sometimes to comprehend
requires patience, we do not want to rush
or force things if it is not gradually coming
together.
Understanding will motivate us to strive
positively and continue to improve on what
we have received. Determine to work
towards our goal by keeping our eyes and
ears open to help us make ourselves
better. Persistently asking questions and
safely networking with others we
encounter for advancement.
Understanding is the key out of the three
with wisdom and knowledge being the
other two. However, only through God, we
come to understanding.

Question: What does Wisdom,
Knowledge, Understanding, and Father,
Son, Holy Spirit have in common?
3 in 1 - They work together.


